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AGENDA 

09.00 Arrival of participants (Erasmus+ alumni, representatives from Erasmus+ national agencies,  

beneficiary organisations and associations)

09.45 Photo in the shape of 30 in the round entrance (court Agora)

10.00 >11.00 
ESPACE COLOMBO

Inauguration of the interactive Erasmus+ Exhibition
—  Welcome address by Petra Kammerevert, Chair of the CULT Committee, 

European Parliament 
—  Inauguration speech by Tibor Navracsics, Commissioner for Education, 

Culture, Youth and Sport, European Commission
— Visit of the exhibition

10.30 >11.00 Joint press conference with Antonio Tajani, President of the European Parliament, 
Tibor Navracsics, Commissioner for Education, Culture, Youth and Sport,  
Petra Kammerevert, Chair of the CULT Committee and
Milan Zver, CULT standing rapporteur for ERASMUS+

11.00 >12.00
ROOM: WIC200

Presentation of the Erasmus+ Mobile App and Erasmus+ generation online meeting point

12.00 >12.30 Plenary session: Erasmus+ 30 th anniversary award ceremony of the 9  millionth participant 

Speeches by:  
— Antonio Tajani, President of the European Parliament 
— Jean-Claude Juncker, President of the European Commission

Awards ceremony:  
—  President Tajani and President Juncker to give speeches and awards 

to the 3 representatives of the 9 000 000th Erasmus+ generation
— Testimonies by the 3 representatives of the Erasmus+ generation
— Group picture

13.00 >14.30 
MEPs RESTAURANT 

Networking lunch 
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14.30 >15.00 
ROOM: WIC 200

Introduction of the afternoon’s debates on the future of the Erasmus+ programme 

15.00 >17.00 Debates on the future of the Erasmus+ programme 

15.00 >16.00
ROOM SDM-S1 

 

ROOM SDM-S5

 
Parallel sessions: 
1.   What is the vision of the Erasmus+  

generation on the future programme?
 Chair:  Martine Reicherts, Director-General,  

DG Education and Culture, European Commission  
 Panel:  Members of the European Parliament (CULT Committe),  

representatives from students, youth, school, adult  
and VET associations,

2.  How do National Agencies, Universities, Schools, NGOs, VET, Adult 
and Sport organisations see the future of the Erasmus+ programme?

 Chair:  Vanessa Debiais-Sainton, Head of the Erasmus+30 campaign,  
DG Education and Culture, European Commission

  Panel:  Members of the European Parliament (CULT Committee),  
representatives from Erasmus+ national agencies, beneficiary 
organisations, founders of the Erasmus programme, 

16.00 >17.00
ROOM: WIC 200

 
Joint interactive session where conclusions from the parallel sessions  
are presented and debated with MEPs (Room WIC 200) :
 Chair:  Petra Kammerevert, Chair of the CULT Committee,  

European Parliament
  Panel:  Members of the European Parliament (CULT Committee)  

representatives from the Erasmus+ generation, national agencies, 
beneficiary organisations  

17.00 >18.00 
RESTAURANT OF  
THE WIC BUILDING

Cocktail
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ERASMUS+ ‘9 MILLIONTH’ 
REPRESENTATIVES

ANTOINE BERTOUILLE   BELGIUM
Erasmus – Higher Education / Poland, 2016
When Antoine went to Warsaw, he did not expect to see such a perfect example of a mix 
of culture. During his Erasmus+ programme, he made lifelong friends and now knows 
that there is an open door for him in most European countries. Having adapted to a new 
environment, culture and language, Antoine feels like he has grown as a person and feels 
more and more grateful for the opportunities that Europe brings. He recommends that 
anyone should take advantage of this ‘amazing, unexpected experience’. 

MARTINA BASEGGIO  CZECH REPUBLIC
School Education / Czech Republic, 2008-present
Martina is  an established eTwinning Erasmus+ ambassador, organising virtual ex- 
changes with schools throughout Europe. In 2008, she took part in a Comenius pro-
ject which explored the social impact of migration. She later ran a project combining 
language learning and ICT. In her school in Ostrava, Martina is currently running a pro-
gramme for English and Spanish teachers, which involves short-term teacher 
exchanges and job shadowing. In 2011 and again in 2015, Martina was awarded the 
European Language Label for her work. Martina is a firm believer in eTwinning as it has 
helped her students experience other cultures, form their own opinions and identify 
as European citizens.

CHRISTINA ARMUTLIEVA   BULGARIA
International Cooperation / 10 countries, 2012-15
Christina, Angela and Yuriy are 3 of the many people involved in La MANCHE, a project 
promoting the modernisation of higher education in Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova 
and Ukraine. In addition to these countries, the consortium includes 5 EU Member States. 
The project has been instrumental in leading change for all countries involved. By invol-
ving students in decision-making processes, the project generated innovative ways 
of thinking and new approaches to management. For the students involved, it also equip-
ped them with valuable skills which improved their employability. 

MINA JAF   DENMARK
European Voluntary Service (EVS) / Belgium, 2015
Having left Iraqi Kurdistan as a child, Mina understands the importance of protecting 
refugee rights. In 2015, she volunteered at Vluchtelingenwerk Vlaanderen (Flemish 
Refugee Action) for a year. The experience allowed her to develop her own skills, such 
as languages (she speaks 5), management, leadership, and coordination. Mina is pas-
sionate about protecting the rights of  refugees. She established the organisation 
Women Refugee Route which aims to provide information and services to women and 
girls during their journey, and increasing their visibility. In 2016, Mina was awarded the 
Voices of Courage Award by the Women’s Refugee Commission. 
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ERASMUS+ ‘9 MILLIONTH’ 
REPRESENTATIVES

JENS SCHMITZ   GERMANY
Vocational Education and Training (VET) / Spain, 2016
Jens participated in a VET apprenticeship at CASPA’s modern dairy factory in Oviedo. 
During his stay in Spain, he mastered not only the theory and technical skills from his 
mechanical engineering studies but he also got hands-on practice. He built up his 
confidence in Spanish and his own independence. As a football fan, Jens always belie-
ved that sport can bring people closer together so he made new friends at work and 
on the football field. In addition, thanks to techniques he acquired during his Erasmus+ 
experience, RWE, one of Germany’s top Energy firms has offered him a permanent 
position as an electro-technician.

GRETE PAIA   ESTONIA
Erasmus – Higher Education / Italy, 2005-06
Known best for Estonia’s Eurovision competition Eesti Laul, singer and songwriter 
Grete thanks Erasmus+ for helping her overcome her stage fright. After spending 
a semester at Milan’s Bocconi University, studying marketing and finance, she became 
stronger, more independent and confident. Grete says that this helped her develop 
her creativity, as she wrote many songs during her stay in Italy. According to Grete the 
Erasmus+ generation is more open-minded than previous generations. Being born 
in a time of free movement, she doesn’t understand the idea of boundaries stopping 
her from going anywhere. Grete feels she will likely do a second Erasmus+ stint in the 
future – perhaps a communication course in the University of Amsterdam.

MICHAEL WARD    IRELAND
European Voluntary Service (EVS) / Estonia, Finland, Georgia, 2013 
Michael is a youth worker and currently part of  the National Youth Action Group 
in Ireland. He is a strong advocate of Erasmus+ programmes, having participated in an 
EVS exchange to Estonia in November 2013 and has gone on to lead youth exchanges 
in Finland and Georgia. A member of the Irish Traveller ethnic group in Ireland, Michael 
believes that international exchanges help to remove prejudices and give participants 
opportunities they might otherwise not have known existed. He plans to study abroad 
next year, and his ultimate goal is to establish an NGO that helps disadvantaged youth 
to realise their potential.

NICOLAS PALLIKARAKIS   GREECE
International Cooperation / 19 Partner countries, since 1990
Despite officially being retired, Nicolas Pallikarakis remains committed to fostering 
excellence in the field of biomedical engineering and research collaboration within 
Europe and beyond. Known as  Professor Emeritus at  Patras University in  Greece, 
Nicolas continues to teach postgraduates, coordinate R&D activities and support new 
Erasmus+ programmes at the university. Nicolas was an early advocate of harmonising 
biomedical engineering curricula across Europe and beyond and has seen first-hand, 
the benefits of closer research collaboration in medical research to students, institu-
tions and citizens. His current ambition is to strengthen synergies with universities 
in South America.
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NAZARET BONAL RODRÍGUEZ   SPAIN
Vocational education and Training (VET) / France, 2015
Nazaret studied bakery, patisserie and confectionery at the Andrés de Vandelvira VET 
School in Albacete. Thanks to the Erasmus+ Programme, she enjoyed the unique expe-
rience of following an on-the-job training in Potel et Chabot, one of the most famous 
catering companies in the world. She was mentored by 2009 Patisserie World Champion, 
Marc Rivière, and met Michelin-stat chefs Anne Sophie Pic and Guy Savoy. She also had 
the extraordinary opportunity to take part in the preparation of the catering for Roland 
Garros and the Orient Express. This outstanding experience changed her life forever. 
She currently works at the exclusive nouvelle cuisine Don Gil restaurant in Albacete, 
where she was offered the post before finishing her Erasmus+ experience.

MIHOVIL ŠPANJA    CROATIA
Erasmus – Higher Education/Sport / Germany, 2012 
For Paralympian Mihovil, a  placement at  the headquarters of  the International 
Paralympic Committee was an  incredible experience. After 4 Paralympic medals, 
4 European and World Champion titles for swimming under his belt, Mihovil then had 
the privilege of seeing what happens behind the scenes of the biggest non-profit 
organisation in the Paralympic movement. His advice to potential Erasmus students: 
follow your dream, it will help you both in your private and professional life. 

MURIÈLE DEJAUNE    FRANCE
School Education – eTwinning / 17 countries, 2008
English and French teacher, Murièle, has developed 33 successful, original eTwinning 
projects with 17 countries and has won national and European prizes. She has also coor-
dinated Vocational Education and Training projects for her students for 6 years. Working 
collaboratively has motivated her students: they are more open to the world, more 
curious and they have improved their language and ICT skills. Murièle is convinced that 
sharing ideas and working with European colleagues has enriched her professional and 
personal life. Her school is also a European Parliament Ambassador school.

GIANNI CRISTIAN IANNELLI    ITALY
Erasmus – Higher Education / United Kingdom, 2010 
After 5 months in Pavia, Gianni had a career path in sight. Then when he worked 
at a global risk and disaster management consultancy in Ashtead, it was the starting 
point to launching his own company. He did so after completing a PhD and inventing 
new state-of-the art techniques in geospatial data analysis. Other than a career path 
and technical skills, Gianni perfected his presentation and language skills. He also ope-
ned his mind to other cultures and different work practices, which he later put in prac-
tice in Italy and Brazil. As an employer today, Gianni sees candidates with mobility 
experiences favourably. His company, Ticinum Aerospace, is active in satellite data 
analysis for risk assessment, and has been awarded a gold medal and a certificate 
as the ‘most innovative company’ by the province of Pavia in Italy.
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XENIA CONSTANTINOU    CYPRUS
Erasmus – Higher Education / France, 1999
Xenia’s Erasmus experience piqued her interest in European integration. While doing 
her thesis on the same subject, she discovered the Council of Europe Human Rights 
in Education programme in Budapest and promptly enrolled. She then started running 
communal peace activities between young Turkish and Greek Cypriots and not long 
after, took advantage of the Erasmus youth programme to organise exchange visits 
between Cypriots and other Europeans. Xenia has twice served as Vice-President 
of the Cyprus National Youth Council (CYC). She has also served as Vice-President 
of the European Youth Forum (YFJ). Since November 2014, she is Chairwoman of the 
Democratic Rally Women’s’ Organisation in Cyprus.

PRANAS KENTRA    LITHUANIA
Erasmus – Higher Education / The Netherlands, 2005-2006
As one of the first Lithuanian jazz guitarists to study abroad, Pranas got the chance 
to play, improvise and compose with incredible musicians from different countries and 
continents. During his time at  Prins Claus Conservatoire in  Groningen, he  learnt 
valuable life lessons, made valuable contacts and developed as a person and musician. 
Inspired by this experience, the guitarist returned to The Netherlands with his group 
9 years later and released their debut album, Vague Memoirs. Pranas now teaches 
at Kaunas Vytautas Magnus University Music Academy, Vilniaus Kolegija University 
of Applied Sciences and the Juozas Gruodis Conservatoire. His latest album Centrifuge 
came out in 2016.

ARTURS BUKONTS    LATVIA
Vocational Education and Training (VET) / Turkey, 2006
Arturs is the managing director of 3 Latvian forest industry organisations: the Latvian 
Association of  Independent Timber Harvesting Companies, Latvian Association 
of Wood Processing Entrepreneurs and Exporters, and is the CEO of Latvian Wood 
Association. Back in 2006, he participated in a 3-week traineeship in Turkey, while stu-
dying at Riga State technical school. He learnt new techniques of wood processing 
and met known specialists in the field. He also discovered different cultures and how 
this reflects on the workflow and productivity of larger and smaller wood processing 
companies. He also came across solutions to these challenges in enterprises that 
export their production to European countries. Arturs’ advice for future Erasmus+ par-
ticipants is to keep their eyes and minds open to new knowledge and fully embrace 
different aspects of everyday life in a foreign country.

CLAUDE ENGLEBERT    LUXEMBOURG
Youth Exchange / Germany, 2002 
Claude is a specialised educator at the Collectif Dadofonic Ligue HMC in Luxembourg, 
a  professional group of  performing artists with special needs. He  volunteered 
at Cabuwazi, a Berlin-based association organising circus workshops for young people 
from disadvantaged backgrounds. Claude feels an Erasmus+ experience helps young 
people grow up and find out what jobs they really want to do. He met his soon-to-be 
wife during her Erasmus; they now have an ‘Erasmus baby’.
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GELLÉRT SZÓ    HUNGARY
Vocational Education and Training (VET) / France, 2014
Gellért spent his apprenticeship in France learning the tricks of the trade from pastry 
chefs. An avid baker since he was a teenager, Gellért used his time in France to further 
improve his skills and techniques, and explore new methods of work. He now owns 
an award-winning bakery in Budapest, and has recently opened a second branch in Eger, 
Hungary. Gellért has employed the skills he learnt on his Erasmus+ traineeship, and was 
awarded the ‘Best Cake’ prize in Hungary for two consecutive years (2015 and 2016).

ROBERTO BREEVELD    NETHERLANDS
School Education – eTwinning / Germany, Denmark, UK, France & Sweden, 2012
Roberto is  a  geography teacher and enthusiastic eTwinning ambassador for the 
Netherlands. Since 2012, Robert has led two eTwinning projects, organising virtual stu-
dent exchanges across five European countries. By interacting with people from diffe-
rent backgrounds, his pupils gain new perspectives and become more open to new 
ways of thinking and learning. They also greatly improve their English language and 
ICT skills. The experience is also educational for Roberto himself, prompting him to try 
new and exciting approaches to teaching and learning. 

RUTH FRENDO    MALTA
Adult Education / Austria, Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, Poland, Sweden, 2015
Ruth represented Malta in a multi-country Erasmus+ project which promoted social 
inclusion. During the project, Ruth interviewed asylum seekers and refugees in Malta 
and was able to connect with people on a personal level through their stories. Ruth 
learnt a  lot from her experience, and built lasting relationships with colleagues 
throughout Europe. Ruth’s research was translated into 7 European languages, and has 
resulted in the production of a television documentary.

ALI MAHLODJI    AUSTRIA
Youth exchange / Germany, Italy & Switzerland, 2011
Ali is the co-founder and managing director of the whatchado job-counselling plat-
form. On it, people from across the work share their inspiring stories and provide 
young people with insights into their job and studies. Watchado began as a side pro-
ject in 2011, and expanded after receiving financial support from the Youth in Action 
programme. The funding and instant access to education experts changed every-
thing, and whatchado now employs 50 people, from 15 countries. The platform cur-
rently has 1 million visitors per month and helps young people find opportunities. Ali 
was nominated as an EU Youth ambassador in 2013 and as part of this role, he was 
invited to the European Parliament to share his story. In his speech, he mentioned the 
importance of people working together and not against each other. 

ANNA KWIATKOWSKA    POLAND
Adult Education / Poland, 2013 – Present 
Anna is an IT specialist, developing educational tools for people with intellectual disa-
bilities as part of a number of Erasmus+ projects. Anna and her colleagues at the Polish 
Association for Persons with Intellectual Disability build partnerships with therapists 
and psychologists across Europe to improve people’s employability, thus helping them 
live more fulfilling and meaningful lives. To Anna, Erasmus+ means breaking barriers 
using new technologies. Recently, she helped create a tailor-made computer lab and 
got to witness how this can help change people’s lives.
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SIMONA BISBOACA    ROMANIA
Erasmus – Higher Education / Italy, 2001
During her Erasmus exchange, Simona was able to take full advantage of the lab faci-
lities available at the University of Bologna, and greatly improved her Italian. On retur-
ning to Romania after her stay abroad, Simona was employed at an Italian firm based 
in Romania; thanks to the language skills and knowledge she had developed abroad. 
Simona also became more confident and entrepreneurial thanks to her time in Italy. 
Simona now runs her own company which manufactures a powerful anti-oxidant sup-
plement which she discovered as part of her research. Her research and entrepreneu-
rial skills have led to 2 patents for her products. Simona is a keen advocate of engaging 
young people in science and research and allowing them the educational opportuni-
ties to grow and innovate.

TIAGO BRANDÃO RODRIGUES    PORTUGAL
Higher Education and Marie Curie fellowship / Spain, 1999-2000
The Portuguese Minister for Education has had over 15 years’ experience living and 
working abroad. It all began in 1999, when Tiago undertook an academic internship 
at  the Spanish National Research Council in  Madrid. He  continued this research 
throughout his PhD in Biochemistry back in Portugal. Later he worked as a scientific 
researcher at Cancer Research UK in the University of Cambridge, with funding from 
the European Commission through the Marie Curie Programme and European 
Molecular Biology Organization. Tiago thanks Erasmus+ for giving him the confidence 
to pursue an international career. He recommends young people to take advantage 
of this opportunity and get to know a different Europe to what they are used to. 

DEJAN KRAMŽAR    SLOVENIA
School Education – eTwinning / Italy and Austria, 2009- Present
History and German teacher, Dejan, has been a devoted eTwinning ambassador for 
years, and plans to stay so for many more. His eTwinning project ‘YES’ (Young Europeans 
Speak) won the Zlati kabel award for best Slovene project for 12 to  14-year olds. 
He empowered their achievement: the students not only spoke and wrote English; they 
also filmed and recorded themselves. Another eTwinning project he worked on deve-
loped a calendar and a board game with schools from Italy and Austria. No surprise that 
Dejan was named 2016 ‘Teacher of the year’ by the Ona Magazine in Slovenia.

EVA SAKALOVA    SLOVAK REPUBLIC
Erasmus – Higher Education / Germany, 2005-06
For theatre and film actress, Eva, her Erasmus experience at the Hannover University 
of Drama made her more independent and open. She improved her German and made 
contacts which led her to more acting roles. Eva also learnt a new way of singing which 
she took back and applied on the home stage. Since then she’s been cast in interna-
tional roles and worked internationally. Eva believes that taking advantage of the free-
dom to study, work and travel leads people to grow and better understand situations 
other people are living in. Her parents told her stories of living in a time where free 
movement was limited, so she values the freedom to choose where to live and work 
today, and to meet great people abroad. 
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ALEXANDRA PASCALIDOU    SWEDEN
Erasmus – Higher Education / Greece, 1991-92
Born in Romania, Alexandra lived in Greece until her family moved to Sweden, when she 
was 6 years old. Growing up in one of the poorest areas of Stockholm, she was the first 
person in her family to go to university and an early participant of the Erasmus pro-
gramme. Alexandra’s Erasmus experience enhanced her European identity by uniting 
her 2 cultural backgrounds and since then she has forged a highly successful television 
career in both countries. Alexandra represented Sweden in the Council of Europe’s ‘All 
different – all equal’ campaign. She is also nominated for the 2017 Swedish Grand Prize 
for Journalism in the ‘Storyteller of the Year’ category. She currently stars in Alexandra’s 
Odyssey, in Stockholm – a play she wrote about current events in Europe.

MIKKO HIETALA   FINLAND
Vocational Education and Training (VET) / Austria, 2004
Mikko is the 2015 winner of reality TV show, Best bakery in Finland. During an Erasmus+ 
traineeship in Austria’s bakeries in Pinkafield, Mikko not only boosted his English, but 
learnt interesting baking techniques and enlarged his professional network. So it is no 
wonder that Mikko is now the owner of his own bakery and 2 cafés in Turku, Finland. 
Mikko’s most extraordinary experience was working with Rinfhoffer Bakery, where 
he learnt a whole new skillset through studying local products and their production 
processes. Mikko’s tip for Erasmus+ trainees: take full advantage of the stay abroad 
and apply their skills to various settings!

TANIA HABIMANA    UNITED KINGDOM
Erasmus – Higher Education / Germany, 2009
Tania grew up in the UK and Belgium. With Erasmus, she studied international business 
and German. The experience presented Tania with the opportunity to build an inter-
national network of contacts, and prompted new, entrepreneurial ideas. Today, Tania 
runs her own enterprise Tailored Business, a TV show which documents experiences 
of designing suits for individuals in Africa, and interviewing them about their own 
careers. Tania is an advocate for women entrepreneurs, and hopes that her TV show 
will inspire others to explore their own business talents. Tania also contributes to Elle 
magazine South Africa as a careers specialist.

ALEKSANDRA KRSTESKA    FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
European Voluntary Service (EVS) / Spain, 2014
Aleksandra currently works as an EVS Placement Coordinator in the former Yugoslav 
Republic of  Macedonia. During her own stint in  Spain, Aleksandra volunteered 
at Adefis Juventud Internacional in Madrid. In this role, she worked with recently 
arrived migrants and jobseekers to improve their employability and access adminis-
trative and learning channels. This experience enabled Aleksandra to develop the skills 
necessary to land an internship at the Macedonian embassy in Madrid, and ultimately 
her current job. Additionally, her time as an EVS volunteer provided Aleksandra with 
the opportunity to make lasting friendships and build a professional network, as well 
as improving her English and Spanish language skills.
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THORA ARNORSDOTTIR    ICELAND 
Erasmus – Higher Education / Italy, 1997-98
For Thora the Erasmus+ programme is one of the EU’s best inventions because it ‘changes 
everything’. Her Erasmus experience in Genoa had a profound impact on her life: it made 
her stronger and more confident; it helped her learn Italian and develop an interest for 
culture and politics. She credits her Erasmus experience with helping her get a job in the 
media a few months after her return. Even today she will cover breaking news from Italy. 
Good friendships and gaining a second family with whom she still has strong connec-
tions with, was another plus of Thora’s experience. Thora is the editor of an Icelandic 
TV news magazine and the founder of a documentary production company. She was also 
the runner-up in the 2012 Iceland presidential elections.

EINAR NILSSON    NORWAY
Vocational Education and Training (VET) / Italy, 1997
As a proud dad of new-born twin girls, painter/interior decorator Einar participated 
in an exchange to Venice. Joined by his family, he lived and learned in the wonderful 
city for 3 months, taking in its sights, sounds and smells. He came back with unforget-
table memories and mastered age-old European building techniques, which he now 
applies when he renovates homes. Perhaps you have seen him in action on ‘Tid for 
hjem’ on TV2. He also founded his own graphic design company. Einar has obviously 
lives up to the Renaissance ideal of becoming a versatile man, just like Da Vinci.

KATJA NIGSCH    LIECHTENSTEIN
Vocational Education and Training (VET) / Ireland, 1999
Katja completed a traineeship at the Connacht Tribune in Galway, as part of her trai-
ning to become a graphic designer. She now works in Liechtenstein as an office assis-
tant at the Ministry of Health, and on weekends at an art museum. Prior to her VET 
mobility, Katja felt shy when speaking English. By the end of her traineeship, however, 
she noticed a marked improvement in her language skills, and even felt confident 
in  her ability to  live and work internationally. Her experience also allowed Katja 
to appreciate the wealth of knowledge to be gained by adapting to new ways of life 
and being open to other cultures.

SERAP YETER BILAL   TURKEY
Vocational Education and Training (VET) / Germany, Hungary,  
Romania and Belgium, 2007- present
Serap is an EU projects writer for the Turkish government, applying for funds to assist 
local initiatives. She participated in 4 Erasmus programmes as a student in Germany, 
a trainee in Belgium and Romania and a youth leader in Hungary. She organised nume-
rous youth exchanges and training courses on EU youth programmes. Besides being 
a  beneficiary, she also worked as  a  youth worker and Erasmus+ Vice Institutional 
Coordinator in  a  university. In  Germany, she discovered non-formal education 
methods such as  interactive teaching where students are encouraged to  express 
themselves. Growing up alone, she describes the Programme as a regenerative energy 
and a supportive bough in her life. She thinks Erasmus breaks prejudices and reaches 
out well to people in difficult economic situations.
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garagErasmus

Nazaret BONAL RODRÍGUEZ

SPAIN 

Carmel BONNICI

MALTA

Protelevision

Tiago BRANDÃO RODRIGUES

PORTUGAL

Minister of Education

Roberto BREEVELD

NETHERLANDS

Liemers College / Nuffic eTwinning

Robert-J BRUMMER

SWEDEN

Örebro University

Arturs BUKONTS

LATVIA

LKUEA, LNMA, LK 

Andrea CHIRICO

ITALY

Agenzia Nazionale per I Giovani

Xenia CONSTANTINOU

CYPRUS

University of Cyprus

Laure COUDRET-LAUT

FRANCE

Agence Eramus+ France / Education Formation

Scott DARBY

UNITED KINGDOM

OCEANS Network

Giacomo D’ARRIGO

ITALY

Agenzia Nazionale per i Giovani 
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Vanessa DEBIAIS-SAINTON

BELGIUM

European Commission

Murièle DEJAUNE

FRANCE

Agence Erasmus+ France / Education Formation

Andra Maria DOBRE

ROMANIA

ANPCDEFP

Mary DUNNE

IRELAND

Higher Education Authority

Claude ENGLEBERT

LUXEMBOURG

Ligue HMC

Trine Hoej ERIKSEN

DENMARK

Aarhus University

Klaus FAHLE

GERMANY

National Agency Education for Europe  

at the BIBB

Marion FIELDS

FINLAND

Sivis Study Centre

Alenka FLANDER

SLOVENIA

CMEPIUS

Ruth FRENDO

MALTA

Maltese Television

Dorottya FULOP

HUNGARY

WeTipp

Anastas GERDJIKOV

BULGARIA

Sofia University Saint Kliment Ohridski

Ernst GESSLBAUER

AUSTRIA

OeAD-GmbH/National Agency Erasmus+ 

Eduaction Austria 

Antonija GLADOVIĆ

CROATIA

Agency for Mobility and EU Programmes

Malwina GÓRECKA

POLAND

Polish National Agency for Erasmus+ Programme

Claudia Pamela GRAAB

GERMANY

Bayerischer Volkshochschulverband e.V.

Peter GROENNEGAARD

DENMARK

Danish Agency for Higher Education

Skaidrīte GŪTMANE

LATVIA

Latvian Christian academy

Tania HABIMANA

UK

Habimana House

Mikko HIETALA

FINLAND

MBakery

Gianni Cristian IANNELLI

ITALY

Ticinum Aerospace

Mina JAF

DENMARK

EVS / women refugee route

Alexandra JUNÁŠKOVÁ

SLOVAKIA

Slovenská akademická asociácia pre 

medzinárodnú spoluprácu

Djilali KABECHE

FRANCE

Association Migration Solidarité et Echanges 

pour le Développement 

Tatiana KALKANOVA

BULGARIA

Human Resource Development Centre

Mesut KAMILOĞLU

TURKEY

Turkish National Agency

Anita KARDOS

HUNGARY

Tempus Public Foundation

Noemi KARVAI

HUNGARY

Gellért Szó

Dorothy KELLY

SPAIN

University of Granada

Pranas KENTRA

LITHUANIA

Vilniaus Kolegija - University of Applied Sciences

Ennata KIVRINA

LATVIA

State Education Development Agency 

(LVErasmus+NA)

Dejan KRAMZAR

SLOVENIA

Primary School Tone Okrogar

Aleksandra KRSTESKA

FYROM

Pan-European Alliance

Anna KWIATKOWSKA

POLAND

Polish Association for Persons with Intellectual 

Disability

Erik LANGBRÅTEN

NORWAY

Bufdir

Rasa LAZDINA

LATVIA

Agency for International Programmes for Youth

Anita LØVER

NORWAY

Bremanger kommune

Henri LUCHIAN

ROMANIA

Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi

Ali MAHLODJI

AUSTRIA

Ali.DO
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Isabell MAJEWSKY ANDERSON

UNITED KINGDOM

The University of Edinburgh

Pablo MARTÍN GONZÁLEZ

SPAIN

SEPIE (ES01)

Ilias MASTORAS

GREECE

Youthorama NGO

Carolin MEIER

LIECHTENSTEIN

Oberschule Eschen

Marie-Christine MUREKAKURE

SOUTH AFRICA

Nonzero

Katja NIGSCH

LIECHTENSTEIN

Office of Public Health

Einar NILSSON

NORWAY

EinArt

Evangelia NTOVOLOU

LUXEMBOURG

European University Foundation

Mikko NUPPONEN

FINLAND

Finnish National Agency for Education EDUFI 

Apiyo OKWIRI

BELGIUM

Erasmus Mundus Association

Kacper OLCZYK

BELGIUM

Erasmus Student Network

Gerry O’SULLIVAN

IRELAND

Higher Education Authority

Karol OVESNY

SLOVAKIA

WorkSpace Europe

Sara PAGLIAI

ITALY

Erasmus+ INDIRE

Grete PAIA

ESTONIA

Estonian Business School

Nicolas PALLIKARAKIS

GREECE

University of Patras

Joanna PANKOWSKA

BELGIUM

AEGEE / European Students’ Forum

Silvia PARADELA

BELGIUM

AEF-Europe

Alexandra PASCALIDOU

SWEDEN

Frontkick

Christine PEGEL

LUXEMBOURG

Anefore

Jill PEIFFER 

BELGIUM

Epos vzw

João PINTO

BELGIUM

Erasmus Student Network  

Malgorzata PIOTROWSKA

POLAND

Foundation for the Development  

of the Education System

Isabella PITONI

ITALY

INAPP

Regina RÄHN

ESTONIA

Archimedes Foundation Youth Agency

Damiano RAMAZZOTTI

ITALY

WeTipp S.rl.l.

Gaffar RAMPAGE

BELGIUM

Erasmus Student Network

Martine REICHERTS

BELGIUM

European Commission

Louis ROBERT

LUXEMBOURG

BBI-Lux

Lidia RUFFA

ITALY

Scuola Centrale Formazione

Safi SABUNI

BELGIUM

Erasmus Student Network

Eva SAKALOVA

SLOVAKIA

Actress

Christopher SCHEMBRI

MALTA

European Union Programmes Agency

Jens SCHMITZ

GERMANY

RWE Power AG

Ruth SINCLAIR-JONES

UNITED KINGDOM

Erasmus+ UK National Agency- British Council

Janez ŠKULJ

SLOVENIA

MOVIT

Hans Harmen SMET

BELGIUM

Brussels Education Center

Alan SMITH

GERMANY

European Commission (retired official)

Stefan SOHLER

LIECHTENSTEIN

Agentur für Int. Bildungsangelegenheiten
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Ignacio SOLA BARLEYCORN

SPAIN

Injuve (Spanish National Agency for Esrasmus +) 

Mihovil ŠPANJA

CROATIA

University of Dubrovnik

Daina SPROĢE

LATVIA

Agency for International Programs for Youth

Carla STELLA

ITALY

I.C.E. Medi Porto Recanati

Hanns SYLVESTER

GERMANY

DAAD

Gellért SZÓ

HUNGARY

Szó Gellért

Lino TEIXEIRA

PORTUGAL

Advisor to the Minister of Education

Sotiris THEMISTOKLEOUS

CYPRUS

CARDET

Rait TOOMPERE

ESTONIA

Archimedes Foundation

Dita TRAIDAS

LATVIA

State Education Development Agency

Michal UHL

CZECH REPUBLIC

Centre for International Cooperation in Education

Éva VALYI

HUNGARY

Primary School

Lem VAN EUPEN

NETHERLANDS

National Agency Erasmus+ Education  

& Training - NL01

Lennert VAN SEVER

BELGIUM

European University Foundation

Michael WARD

IRELAND

Youth work Ireland Galway

Rimvydas ZAILSKAS

LITHUANIA

Prienai district administration 
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ENRICHING LIVES, OPENING MINDS FOR30 YEARS

Wifi Network: EP-VISITOR 
Username: visit0613
Password: z56nMJSu

#ERASMUSPLUS
EC.EUROPA.EU/ERASMUS30


